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Status

・ Gitlab repository for the CEPC note is updated
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・ First look of “ee” channel 

-- there is a problem on compiling (only me ?)

https://gitlab.com/cepc/memo/hig2zz-c4

-- only signal sample is analyzed quickly, without tuning. 
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Compilation issue

・ Usually, we compile the source file via ./build.sh script

・ These days I got errors, and at the begging I thought there was an issue 
on the computing side, but still it was there ...

・ Temporally,  copied and modified a script under Marlin directory,
and use(call) it at the compilation.  I guess it is due to some path/directory 
changes, around the central software for the CEPC analysis.
( I have changed the path in the script , such as , 
/home/bes/lig/higgs/ilcsoft/v01-17-05_slc6/   --> /afs/ihep.ac.cn/soft/common/gcc/v01-17-05/ )

/cefs/higgs/kiuchi/Higgs2zz/Emergency_Copied_Marlin/
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Report on the analysis of ee channel 

-- Z->ee,  HZZ->vv, jj combination

(-- sorry that the slide is not organized well in 
the following)
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IsolatedLeptonFinderProcessor.cc

Lepton 
Isolation

low efficiency

“ee” signal 
channel 
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......

job template file

So far, this 3 condition 
(== cuts) are ON.

Lepton 
Isolation
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both OFF

both ON Rectangle : off
Polynomial : on

Rectangle : on
Polynomial : off

## event selection on number of leptons is off to see the distribution
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(default)

Rectangle : on
Polynomial : on
N(l+) ==1
N(l-) ==1

Rectangle : on
Polynomial : off
N(l+) ==1
N(l-) ==1

Event flow
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Rectangle : on
Polynomial : off

N(l+) >= 1,
N(l-) >= 1

Event flow

Rectangle : on
Polynomial : on

N(l+) == 1,
N(l-) == 1

Ref: Muon Channel
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Event Selection (almost blind analysis)

Ref: Muon channel 
Roughly estimated 
scaling factor is already 
applied.

signal efficiency is too low, need to 
optimize the cut positions at each stage.
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At each stage, just before 
the cut applied, put 
histogram to show the 
distribution. 

Of course, preparing it at 
the other place is also fine.
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About the CEPC note
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Comment 1

-- the definition of “Signal” is 

mmnnjj,  and if we define as it, 

the number of signal is ~ 150? at 
maximum. 
At any rate,  the table contains at least 
two kinds of “signal”, 

mmHZZ , and  mmnnjj (or mmnnjj+mmjjnn )

This should not be confused.  
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Comment 2

-- It is better to have those 2D 
plot, to show two concentrations. 
( mmvvjj & mmjjvv )

-- Can we see that for vv channel ?
and if it is, can we divide that to two 
regions, like the other channels ? 
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Comment 3

-- I propose to have histograms at each cut 
stage basically. If it has 30 cuts,,, and we 
know that some of them is too apparent, 
then we can skip it,  but probably,,, such 
cut chain should be considered again. 

-- and better to have arrows when we 
make histograms. Let’s prepare a macro 
(program) to draw arrows semi-
automatically. 
I just afraid the amount of histograms and 
possible changes in future, if we have 
received some comments to do so. 

Actually, Lingteng put arrows 
manually on slide. That’s good and I 
also do it normally, but sometimes, 
like this case, I also have prepared a 
macro to draw/set the position of 
arrows.
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Next step

-- Further study of “ee” channel

-- to see if there is significant problem or not. will check the MC truth 
info. as suggested by Manqi

-- I(we) could share the root files after pre-selection, in case we 
can do the later stage’s event selection in parallel.
(possibly,   vveeqq/vvqqee is the next promising channel, 
but we need to see the eevvqq first )   


